
The AI Marketplace team is 
happy about a successful 

project start.

Potential of AI
Using AI for tomorrow‘s 
innovations

increase in 
development 
capacities

17 %
reduction in 
development time19 %

reduction in 
manufacturing 
costs

13 %

Whether automating technology scouting or 
optimising design data - the potential of Artificial 
Intelligence in product creation is manifold. 
The following figures also prove this: 

The digital platform 
for tomorrow‘s 
innovations.

The quality and efficiency of 
product creation processes 
can be significantly 
increased thanks to Artificial 
Intelligence.

The potential of Artificial 
Intelligence (AI) is infinite and 
is an important key to inno-
vative and efficient product 
creation. Strong partners 
from industry and research 
are therefore working on a 
digital marketplace for Arti-
ficial Intelligence in product 
creation. On this platform, 
users, suppliers and experts 
for AI can exchange infor-
mation on a secure platform, 
place products and obtain 
solutions.  

Become part of the AI mar-
ketplace and tap into the 
possibilities of AI for your 
product creation. 



Potential analyses 
We analyse your product creation 
process and point out concrete promi-
sing potentials of AI for your company.

AI Readiness Checks
You will find out to what extent your 
company fulfils the requirements for 
the use of AI in product creation and 
receive initial recommendations for the 
implementation of AI.

Events
Exchange ideas with suppliers, experts 
and users at our events about trends in 
the field of AI. 

Data Check-up
Optimise your data structures, data go-
vernance and data consistency with the 
support of the AI marketplace team. 

Associated partnership 
Become an associated project partner 
and benefit from direct access to the 
latest project results and current AI 
know-how. 

Our services - 
your advantage 

Voices from 
the field

The basis for the success of the AI Marketplace is 
the trustful exchange with industry representatives, 
software and platform operators and users of AI 
technologies. Whether you are an AI expert or an 
enthusiast - bring yourself and your experience to 
the table and benefit from the know-how of others. 

„With the AI Marketplace we are 
creating the basis for companies 
to find suitable offers and experts 
for Artificial Intelligence in product 
creation. This enables them to 
increase their innovation perfor-
mance, avoid errors, reduce 
development times and increase 
their development capacities. This 
is a great added value for the in-
dustry and strengthens the inno-
vative capacity of companies.“

Dr. Stefan Breit, Managing Director Miele  
and Deputy Chairman of the 
it‘s OWL cluster board

„An intelligent platform like the 
AI Marketplace can help us as a 
start-up incredibly to gain market 
position and get access to AI users 
who are looking exactly for our 
solutions.“

Armin Hagemeier, CEO and founder Hadoco

„Networks such as the AI Market-
place support us as a medium-si-
zed company significantly in the 
implementation of future-oriented 
technologies. Through successful 
cooperation we remain the most 
innovative in our industry.“

Jan-Eric Peitzmeier, Head of Software 
Development düspohl Maschinenbau

We have asked company representatives, 
researchers and young entrepreneurs where 
they see the opportunities and potential of 
a digital platform. There are many - see for 
yourself. Stage 1: Intelligent matching 

On the platform, companies are 
brought together with AI service 
providers via an „intelligent 
matching“ of requirement and 
competence profiles. 

Stage 2: Protected data space 
The AI Marketplace provides 
a protected data space for 
development and test data 
to continuously improve AI 
applications and adapt them to 
customer needs. 

Stage 3: App store for AI solutions 
As a central exchange point 
for AI applications in product 
creation, the marketplace offers 
a wide range of services and the 
opportunity to place your own AI 
applications or services. 

Stage 4: AI construction kit
The AI Marketplace offers 
standardised AI building blocks 
that can be combined as required 
and used to develop new solutions. 

Expansion of the 
AI Marketplace 
platform 

Solution provider, user, 
associated partner
Join the AI Marketplace now! 

The AI Marketplace project receives funding from January 2020 
to December 2022 as part of the innovation competition „Artificial 
Intelligence as a driver for economically relevant ecosystems“ of 
the Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy (BMWi).
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